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Competing for Memory: Hippocampal LTP
under Regimes of Reduced Protein Synthesis
then be possible to observe this competition. We
achieved this by limiting protein synthesis during the
reactivation of LTP and observed that stabilizing the
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1 George Square
Edinburgh, EH8 9LE In adult hippocampal brain slices, competition was set
Scotland up between two independent pathways, hereafter called
United Kingdom the “reactivated pathway” (RP; red symbols in Figure
1A and thereafter; single traces shown in Figure 1B) and
the “test pathway” (TP; blue symbols in Figure 1A and
Summary thereafter; single traces shown in Figure 1B), respec-
tively. After recording baseline postsynaptic potentials
The persistence of synaptic potentiation in the hippo- in independent pathways (see Experimental Proce-
campus is known to depend on transcription and pro- dures), the RP received a weak tetanus that, by itself,
tein synthesis. We report here that, under regimes of induced little or no LTP (100 Hz for 0.25 s; open arrows
reduced protein synthesis, competition between syn- in Figure 1A and thereafter), whereas the TP received
apses for the relevant intracellular proteins can be strong tetanization that resulted in clear-cut LTP (100
demonstrated. Under such circumstances, the induc- Hz for 1 s; filled arrow in Figure 1A, and thereafter). Both
tion of additional protein synthesis-dependent long- weak and strong tetanizing stimuli were then applied
term potentiation for a given set of postsynaptic neu- simultaneously (concurrent open and filled arrow in Fig-
rons occurs at the expense of themaintenance of prior ure 1A; also see the insert in Figure 1A), and the resulting
potentiation on an independent pathway. This new associativity between the two inputs induced LTP on
phenomenon,whichwecall “competitivemaintenance,” both pathways (Barrionuevo andBrown, 1983). This pro-
has important functional consequences, and it may be tocol serves as a control for possible heterosynaptic
explained in terms of dynamic interactions between interactions between the two pathways during potentia-
synapses and “plasticity factors” over extended peri- tion while also enabling associative LTP on both inputs.
ods of time. The key finding of “competitive maintenance” emerged
in the next phase of our protocol. LTP on both the “red”
Introduction and “blue” pathways was maintained for the next 4 hr
(Figure 1A), indicating that the long-lasting, protein syn-
Long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus is a thesis-dependent form of LTP (L-LTP) had been in-
prominent cellular model of memory formation (Bliss et duced. Four hours after the start of the experiment,
al., 2003). To persist for a sustained period of time, it is anisomycinwas applied to the slice toblock anyongoing
thought to involve gene transcription and translation or further synthesis of new proteins (yellow bar in Figure
(Frey et al., 1988; Goelet et al., 1986; Huang et al., 1996; 1A and thereafter). Forty minutes later, a further weak
Krug et al., 1984). Exactly how the persistence of LTP tetanus (open arrow in Figure 1A, blowup in Figure 1C)
depends on protein synthesis and, in particular, how was applied to the RP, thereby reactivating it (hence the
the relevant synapse-to-nucleus and nucleus-to-syn- name “reactivated pathway”). According to the tagging
apse signaling is achieved is still a matter of debate hypothesis, this reactivated pathway should display ad-
(Deisseroth et al., 1996; Silva et al., 1998). Recent experi- ditional early LTP, at the same time setting further syn-
ments point to a mechanism that sets “synaptic tags” aptic tags that would sequester the now limited supply
at potentiated synapses, whose role is to sequester of plasticity factors available due to the earlier tetaniza-
“plasticity factors” in order to stabilize the expressed tion and so enabling its stabilization as persistent or late
potentiation in an input-specific manner (Frey and Mor- LTP. This prediction was upheld (Figures 1A and 1C,
ris, 1997, 1998b; Martin et al., 1997). These experiments enhancement of the RP; filled red squares after 5 hr),
established the concept and function of synaptic tag- in line with earlier reports (Frey and Morris, 1997). The
ging and the idea that plasticity factors induced through application of anisomycin, however, had an important
the activation of one input might be shared with other additional effect: the potentiation of the reactivated
synapses upon their subsequent activation. However, pathway was at the expense of the enhancement of the
sharing is only one side of the coin, and we reasoned test pathway (filled blue circles), which started vanishing
that, when the availability of plasticity factors is limited, immediately after LTP in the reactivated pathway had
tagged synapses would compete for them, and it should been induced (Figures 1A and 1C).
Our proposed explanation of this unexpected “com-
petition” between the two input pathways is that sus-*Correspondence: tobias.bonhoeffer@neuro.mpg.de
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Figure 1. Competitive Interaction between Two Potentiated Pathways
(A) Weak and strong tetani were used to induce associative LTP in two CA3 to CA1 synaptic pathways (also see inset in the upper right
corner). Four hours after the start of the experiment, the protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin (ANI) was bath applied to the slice (yellow
bar). Forty minutes later, one of the pathways (reactivated pathway [RP], red symbols) received another (weak) tetanus, while the other pathway
(test pathway [TP], blue symbols) continued to receive only test pulses. Potentiation of the reactivated pathway is at the expense of persistence
of LTP in the test pathway, provided the experiment is performed under anisomycin (filled symbols). In the control case (open symbols), no
such effect can be observed. In this and subsequent figures, the statistical significance of the difference between test pathways in the
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tained enhancement of the reactivated pathway “uses of LTP in the RP was blocked by AP-5 (Figures 2A and
2B). The experiment was (except for the presence ofup” the plasticity factors at the expense of the stabiliza-
tion of the test pathway, which gradually weakens as a AP-5) identical to the one described in Figure 1A, with
an initial phase in which the TP and RP were prepotenti-result. Such a competition hypothesis is bolstered by
plotting the magnitude of the strengthening of the RP ated. Here, however, for reasons of clarity, we chose to
display only the relevant portion of the experiment (seeagainst the decay in the TP on an experiment-by-experi-
ment basis (Figure 1D, filled data points and regression colored and grayed out portions of the experiment in
the scheme above Figure 2A) and normalized the elec-line). This reveals a clear correlation between enhance-
ment and decay (r2 values and p values always given in trophysiological responses before the last (weak) te-
tanus to 100%, (see Experimental Procedures). Wethe figures). Importantly, this correlation only holds un-
der anisomycin, i.e., when the pool of putative plasticity observed that, in the presence of AP-5, competitive
maintenance does not occur, indicating that successfulfactors is limited (controls in Figure 1D as open data
points and dashed regression line). enhancement in the RP is needed to observe the de-
crease in the TP (Figures 2A and 2B). An additionalIt was important to check that this phenomenon could
not be explained by established principles, for the decay feature of these experiments was that a third control
pathway was also recorded simultaneously (diamondsof maintained potentiation on the test pathway is remi-
niscent of a range of activity-dependent depression in Figure 2A). Its stability demonstrates that the decay
observed in the TP in the absence of AP-5 (blue circles)phenomena that are sometimes observed during the
induction of LTP. However, none of these is likely to must be genuine and cannot be attributed to any overall
“run down” of the slice. Second, we also wanted toprovide an explanation for the effect. First, as the test
pathway did not itself receive tetanization when the re- ensure that the observed effect was not caused by a
pharmacological side effect of anisomycin.We thereforeactivated pathway was restimulated, the decay cannot
be due to homosynaptic long-term depression (Bear repeated the experiment with another protein synthesis
blocker, emetine. It yielded an identical competitiveand Abraham, 1996; Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and
Malenka, 1992) or depotentiation (Staubli and Lynch, maintenance effect (Figures 2C and 2D).
If competitive maintenance has to do with protein1990). Second, the competitive maintenance effect did
not occur unless protein synthesis was blocked (control availability, several further predictions can be made.
First, the decay of the test pathway should be enhancedexperiments in Figures 1A, 2A, 2C, and 3A) or if synapses
had not been potentiated previously (Figure 1E). This by increasing the durationof the anisomycin application,
thereby decreasing protein availability and intensifyingargues against heterosynaptic LTD (Abraham et al.,
1985; Abraham and Goddard, 1983; Lynch et al., 1977; competition. With the protein synthesis inhibitor applied
for a longer time (3 hr instead of 1 hr 40 min; FiguresScanziani et al., 1996) as a potential underlying mecha-
nism, as heterosynaptic LTD should occur regardless 3A and 3B), we indeed observed that the decay of the
test pathway was increased. This effect can be seen inof the potentiation history of the synapses. Third, the
effect is not some inevitable consequence of protein the population analysis of the data (Figure 3A) as well
as in the correlation analysis (Figure 3B).synthesis inhibition, as a further control showed that the
application of anisomycin without synaptic reactivation On the other hand, the competition effect should be
decreased when the time between induction and reacti-(Figure 1F) yielded noeffect. Thus, the competition effect
is in the domain of LTP maintenance, not its induction. vation is reduced, because a greater supply of plasticity
factors should still be available from the initial potentia-Before further characterizing the determinants of
competitive maintenance, we wanted to ascertain that tion. In keeping with this prediction, when the interval
between the LTP induction and its reactivation was re-the effect is genuine and cannot be explained by side
effects of the stimulation or the drugs used. Two types duced from 4 to 2 hr, enhancement of the reactivated
pathway resulted in almost no decay of LTP in the testof control experiments were conducted. First, to rule out
any unspecific effect of the stimulation to the reactivated pathway (Figure 3C). The correlation function also be-
came flattened (Figure 3D).pathway, we examined what would happen to the com-
petitive maintenance effect if the attempted induction Third, the distance between the potentiated synapses
presence or absence of anisomycin, expressed in p values, is plotted by the green triangles. The significance value of p  0.05 is always
displayed as dashed line. Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,13)  20.12; p  0.00061. The inset in the upper right corner shows the
initial hour of the experiment displayed at a more conventional time scale. The data are the same as in the main panel. Only the binning of
the data is different (one data point per minute in the inset; one data point per four minutes in the main panel).
(B) Example traces of fEPSPs for the test and reactivated pathways at times indicated by the colors and the circled numbers (also see [A]).
(C) The competitive maintenance effect at an expanded time scale (synaptic transmission before the second potentiation in the test and
reactivated pathways was normalized to 100%).
(D) Correlation between the potentiation of the reactivated pathway and the decrease of the test pathway are plotted for each experiment,
either in the presence (filled symbols) or absence (open symbols) of anisomycin. A linear regression shows for the anisomycin experiments
a clear correlation of the amount of potentiation in the reactivated pathway with the amount of decay in the test pathway while there is no
correlation for the control cases.
(E) The effect only occurs on a potentiated pathway: an unpotentiated control pathway (CP, blue symbols) does not show decay in response
to reactivation of the other pathway (RP, red symbols), which was subjected to an initial tetanus (filled arrow) and then a second tetanus
(filled arrow) in the presence of anisomycin.
(F) Time course of the synaptic responses in two pathways that both expressed associative LTP. Anisomycin alone does not cause decay in
either pathway (RP and TP only in analogy to [A]; no reactivation is applied). n, number of slices.
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Figure 2. Competitive Maintenance Does Not Occur under APV but It Is Also Observed with an Alternative Protein Synthesis Blocker, Emetine
(A and B) Competitive interaction does not occur if AP-5 is present during the reactivation. (A) Experiment similar to the one shown in Figure
1A but in the presence of AP-5 and anisomycin or anisomycin alone. For clarity, only the relevant 6.5 hr of the experiment are shown (responses
20 min before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Under AP-5, NMDA receptors are blocked, and no further potentiation is obtained
by the reactivation. No decay was observed for the test pathway in turn. Without APV, the same competitive interaction displayed in Figure
1A occurs. Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,10) 6.921; p 0.025. (B) The experiments performed with anisomycin alone (solid circles)
show a clear correlation between potentiation in the reactivated pathway and decay in the test pathway, whereas the experiments performed
with anisomycin and APV yield no correlation (compare also to Figure 1D). n, number of slices.
(C and D) Competitive interactions are also induced when protein synthesis is blocked with emetine. (C) Experiment similar to the one shown
in Figure 1A, only with emetine as protein synthesis blocker instead of anisomycin. Again, only the relevant 6.5 hr of the experiment are shown
(responses 20 min before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,4)  30.073; p  0.0053. (D)
The emetine experiments also show a clear correlation between potentiation in the reactivated pathway and decay in the test pathway. n,
number of slices.
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Figure 3. Modulation of Protein Availability Influences Competitive Maintenance
(A and B) Competitive interaction is increased after prolonged application of anisomycin. (A) Experiment similar to the one shown in Figure
1A; however, anisomycin was bath applied for a period of 3 hr, presumably limiting the availability of plasticity factors even further. The decline
observed in the test pathway due to the reactivation is increased. For clarity, only the relevant 6.5 hr of the experiment are shown (responses
before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,10)  26.57; p  0.00042. (B) Potentiation in the
reactivated pathway plotted against the potentiation (resp. decay) in the test pathway, either in the presence (filled symbols) or absence (open
symbols) of anisomycin. The correlation analysis reveals a stronger correlation between potentiation in the reactivated pathway and decay
in the test pathway as well as a stronger effect (denoted by the steeper slope of the regression line).
(C and D) Competitive interaction is decreased by reducing the time period between initial LTP induction and reactivation. (C) In this case,
the reactivating tetanus was applied already after 2 hr, causing the competition to vanish (p values as green triangles). For clarity, only the
relevant 8.5 hr of the experiment are shown (responses 20 min before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Repeated-measures ANOVA
values: F(1,15)  0.625; p  0.4416. (D) Linear regression returns no correlation. n, number of slices.
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Figure 4. Competitive Interaction Is Absent when Input Pathways Are in Separate Dendritic Domains
(A) Experiment similar to the one shown in Figure 1A. This time, however, stimulation electrodes were spatially separated. Fibers in the stratum
oriens served as the reactivated pathway, whereas the fibers of the stratum radiatum defined the test pathway. With this spatial separation,
the competitive interaction between the two potentiated pathways vanished. For clarity, only the relevant 6.5 hr of the experiment are shown
(responses 20 min before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,13)  0.294; p  0.5966.
(B) Illustration of the positions of recording and stimulation electrodes. Two stimulation electrodes placed in the stratum oriens and the stratum
radiatum were used to evoke fEPSPs. In this case, we used two recording electrodes placed within the basal and apical dendritic region of
CA1 neurons to faithfully record the synaptic potentials generated on different sides of the cell body.
(C) Linear regression shows no correlation between potentiation in the reactivated pathway and decay in the test pathway. n, number of slices.
should influence the extent to which the two input path- test pathway increased accordingly (Figures 5A and 5B).
This is consistentwith the view that stronger reactivationways can compete for diffusing plasticity factors. To
limit competition, one stimulating electrode was placed tilts the competition for plasticity factors in favor of the
reactivated pathway at the expense of the test pathway.in the stratum radiatum (test pathway), stimulating syn-
apses localized on the apical dendritic tree, and a sec- Note, however, thatmore tetanizingpulsesdonot trigger
a stronger potentiation of the reactivated pathway. Thisond electrode was placed in the stratum oriens (reacti-
vated pathway), stimulating synapses localized on the is puzzling butmight be explained in terms of a dissocia-
tion between the potentiation at an individual synapse,basal dendrites (Figure 4B). Apart from the greater dis-
tance of the stimulating electrodes, the experimental which rapidly reaches an asymptote, and the number
of tags that can be set at it.conditions were identical to those in Figure 1A. Under
these circumstances, we observed no interaction be- To explore whether the effect of competitive mainte-
nance occurs under more physiological conditions andtween the two pathways: the RP was enhanced, but no
concomitant decay was observed in the TP (population not only under conditions of protein synthesis blockade,
we performed further experiments in which the initialdata, Figure 4A; correlation analysis, Figure 4C). This
again supports our hypothesis that competition may LTP was achieved by associatively combining stimula-
tionwith twoweak tetani (seediagramand inset in Figureexplain the observed effect.
Fourth, we reasoned that if the number of additional 6A). We reasoned that if the degree of LTP persistence
is related to the amount of plasticity factor synthesized,tags set on the competing pathway was varied, for in-
stance, by tetanizing the reactivated pathway with suc- inducing associative LTP by pairing two weakly stimu-
lated pathways would be expected to result in a lowercessively stronger stimulation, the decay of the test
pathway should be enhanced proportionately. Indeed, concentration than that induced by strong tetanization
and thus stronger competition at the time of reactivation.when we increased the number of pulses in the high-
frequency retetanizing train, we found that decay in the Figure 6A shows that, indeed, under such conditions
Competitive Maintenance of Long-Term Potentiation
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Figure 5. Competitive Interaction Is a Function of LTP Reactivation Strength
(A) Experiment similar to the one shown in Figure 1A. For clarity, only the relevant 3.5 hr of the experiment are shown (responses 20 min
before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). In contrast to the experiment in Figure 1A, high-frequency trains differing in the number
of pulses were used to reactivate the second pathway. The more pulses are applied to the reactivated pathway (the “stronger” the stimulation),
the more pronounced is the decay in the test pathway.
(B) Relationship between the number of pulses used for the reactivating tetanus and the subsequent decay produced in the synaptic responses
of the test pathway. n, number of slices.
and in the absence of anisomycin, stimulation of the RP precisely what we observed. Second, a shorter interval
between initial potentiation and reactivation should re-was associated with depression of the test pathway.
sult in a higher abundance of plasticity factors and re-There was again a correlation between the amount of
duced competition. Third, increased spatial distancepotentiation in the RP and the amount of decrease in
between the activation sites should lead to less competi-the TP (Figure 6B).
tion and therefore a smaller competitive maintenance
effect. Fourth, stronger reactivation should lead to more
Discussion tags being set and thus a higher demand for plasticity
factors and hence a stronger competition. With respect
Protein Synthesis Inhibition Uncovers to this fourth prediction, a distinction should be recog-
Competition between Potentiated Synapses nizedbetween themagnitudeof LTP and itspersistence.
Our experiments describe a novel phenomenon— At first sight, the findings of Figure 5 are puzzling, but
“competitive maintenance”—in which the successful an asymmetry exists between the reactivated and test
persistence of synaptic potentiation in a reactivated in- pathways in that a graded alteration in the availability of
put to a population of neurons is at the expense of new tags on the reactivated pathway will, paradoxically,
sustained potentiation in an independent input. This more rapidly alter the rate of decline of the test pathway
phenomenon is consistent with there being intracellular than the impact on the magnitude of LTP in the reacti-
competition for plasticity factors responsible for the per- vated pathway. Plasticity factor molecules need not
sistence of synaptic potentiation. augment the magnitude of LTP, only its persistence.
The scenario of competitive interactions between these Finally, competitive maintenance also occurred when
factors makes a number of strong predictions that we competition was engineered in the absence of aniso-
have tested. First, if protein synthesis normally occurs mycin using weak tetanization. All these predictions
for a sustained period after tetanization, longer applica- were upheld, and the data are therefore consistent with
tion of anisomycin should lead to lower amounts of plas- our interpretation that competition for plasticity factors
might account for the competitive maintenance effect.ticity factor and thus stronger competition. This is
Neuron
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Figure 6. Competitive Interaction under Conditions of Prior Weak Associative Tetanization
(A) Experiment similar to the one shown in Figure 1A, but in the absence of anisomycin. Associative LTP was induced by concurrently applying
weak tetanus to both pathways (see inset). Four hours later, one of the pathways (P1) received a second weak tetanus, this time in the absence
of anisomycin. This results in potentiation of the reactivated pathway, again at the expense of a decay in the test pathway. In the control
experiments (open symbols), no second tetanus was applied. For clarity, only the relevant 4 hr of the experiment are shown (responses 20
min before the last tetanus were normalized to 100%). Repeated-measures ANOVA values: F(1,12)  27.28; p  0.00021.
(B) Linear regression shows a clear correlation between potentiation in the reactivated pathway and decay in the test pathway. n, number
of slices.
While this evidence is indirect as we do not yet know tions over time during the maintenance phase of late
LTP. Competitive interactions can be observed in po-the identity of the tags or plasticity factors (Martin and
Kosik, 2002), the predictions are independent of the tentiated but not yet stabilized pathways for as long as
4 hr after initial LTP induction.molecular identities.
Our results are consistent with the view that plasticity
factors synthesized upon the activation of relevant sig- Can Competitive Maintenance Be a Form
of Heterosynaptic Depression?nal transduction cascades—presumably proteins, al-
though they could be mRNAs (e.g., Kelleher et al., 2004; The effect described here is, at first glance, reminiscent
of heterosynaptic depression (Abraham et al., 1985;Steward and Schuman, 2001)—are a limited resource
to be distributed in the cell. They indicate that distribu- Abraham andGoddard, 1983; Lynch et al., 1977; Scanzi-
ani et al., 1996). There are three reasons to doubt thattion and synthesis occur over a sustained period of
time—at the time of induction and also during the later this could account for our finding. First, the decay in
the test pathway was only observed for pathways thatmaintenance phase of LTP expression. The synaptic
tagging hypothesis implies that reactivation of one of had been potentiated previously (e.g., Figure 1E),
whereas for “classical” heterosynaptic depression, itthe potentiated pathways sets new tags at the activated
synapses, and these tags serve as a functional sink for makes no difference whether the pathways were initially
potentiated or not. Second, we could only observe aplasticity factors. Experiments in which weak tetaniza-
tionwas given before strong tetanization to independent competitive effect under conditions where the levels
of plasticity proteins were expected to be low—duringpathways earlier suggested (Frey and Morris, 1998a)
that synaptic tags lasted no longer than 1–2 hr (at 32C). protein synthesis inhibition or after prior weak associa-
tive LTP induction. If the same experiments were per-However, these studies were conducted such that tags
set on the weak pathway would not have had access to formed without applying protein synthesis inhibitors,
competition was not observed (control cases in Figuresany plasticity factors throughout that time. The present
findings suggest that synaptic tags can be maintained 1A, 2A, 2C, and 3A). Finally, LTD lasting several hours
has been reported to be protein synthesis dependentfor longer times provided that plasticity factors are pres-
ent, pointing to dynamic tag-plasticity factor interac- (Kauderer and Kandel, 2000; Sajikumar and Frey, 2003).
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Experimental ProceduresIf the mechanisms underlying competitive maintenance
overlapped with those of this form of LTD, it should not
Slice Preparationoccur andbemaintainedwith protein synthesis blocked.
Male Wistar rats (3–4 weeks old) were decapitated under halothane
The key difference between classical heterosynaptic de- anesthesia; the brains were quickly removed and immersed in ice-
pression and competitivemaintenance is that the former cold artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF). The ACSF was saturated
with 95%O2/5%CO2 and contained 124 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1.25relates to the induction and expression of decreased
mM KH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 2 mM MgSO4, 2.5 mM CaCl2, and 10synaptic strength, whereas we have described an effect
mM Glucose. The hippocampi were isolated and cut into 400 mthat reflects the maintenance of synaptic potentiation.
thick transverse slices by a custom-made tissue slicer (Katz, 1987).
Slices were maintained in ACSF at 20C for at least 1 hr before
Competition for Proteins: A Mechanism recording. They were then transferred to a submersion chamber
and perfused continuously (2 ml/min; medium recirculated) withto Scale Synaptic Potentiation?
ACSF at 32C.We favor and regard as most parsimonious the interpre-
tation that competition for a limited pool of proteins is
Electrophysiological Recordingsthe basic mechanism underlying competitive mainte-
Recordings started after a 20 min resting phase in the recordingnance, but there are other possibilities. In particular,
chamber. Schaffer collaterals were stimulated with 0.2 ms pulses
as mentioned above and suggested earlier (Martin and using monopolar tungsten electrodes. Field excitatory postsynaptic
Kosik, 2002), mRNAs could well serve as “tags,” and potentials (fEPSP) were recorded extracellularly in the stratum radia-
tum of the CA1 region (130 m below slice surface) using glassproteins controlling translation could be the “plasticity
microelectrodes filled with 3MNaCl (tip resistance 5–20M). Stimu-factors” for which the mRNAs compete. Also, it is con-
lus intensities were set to evoke 50% of the maximal fEPSP slope.ceivable that, instead of competing for strengthening
LTPwas induced after recording a stable 20 min baseline of fEPSPs.proteins, enhanced synapses release an inhibiting factor
The test pulse frequency was 0.1 Hz.
that acts on nearby (tagged) synapses to cause a decre-
ment in their strength. In this scenario, however, it is Induction of Long-Term Potentiation
less easy to understandwhy the effect should only occur For the induction of associative LTP, two sets of Schaffer collaterals
were stimulated. We always checked for pathway independence byunder regimes of reduced protein availability (but see
applying two pulses with a 25 ms interpulse interval to the twoWoo and Nguyen, 2003). Importantly, while describing
pathways and checking for the absence of paired-pulse facilitation.different molecular underpinnings of the effect, all these
Arbitrarily chosen, one of the pathways received a weak tetanusalternative mechanisms are functionally equivalent in
(0.2 ms pulse duration, 100 Hz for 0.25 s). After 10 min, the other
that they cause enhancement of one pathway at the pathway received a strong tetanus (0.2 ms pulse duration, 100 Hz
expense of another. for 1 s). Associative LTP was induced by concurrent tetani (weak
and strong) of both pathways. Although other authors have sug-One of the potential functional consequences of com-
gested that multiple stimuli are needed to induce the long-lastingpetitive maintenance is that it could provide a means
protein synthesis-dependent form of LTP (Huang et al., 1996; Rey-for selective information storage when multiple inputs
mann et al., 1985), in our hands the above stimulation protocol wasconverge. That we could enhance competitive interac-
sufficient to achieve L-LTP. LTP was monitored for a period of up
tions by increasing the number of pulses delivered dur- to 4 hr, after which the pathway that had received the weak stimulus
ing reactivation suggests that the number or potency of earlier received another tetanus, in the presence or absence of
protein synthesis inhibitors such as anisomycin or emetine. It wastags is determined by the strength of input stimulation.
verified that the experimental outcome was the same if we selectedCompetition could, therefore, be used to scale cellular
the initially strongly stimulated pathway to receive the last tetanusresponses and thereby maintain a balance of overall
(data not shown). The stimulation intensity (in A) of the singlesynaptic strength during the maintenance phase of
shocks was maintained throughout the experiment. It was also the
L-LTP (Turrigiano et al., 1998). Even though competition same for weak and strong stimuli as well as for the test pulses
was initially revealed under artificial circumstances, (evoking 50% of the maximal fEPSP slope). See the figures for a
schematic timeline of the experimental paradigms.namely, protein synthesis inhibition, later experiments
revealed that the more physiological conditions of prior
Drug Treatmentweak associative LTP enables a similar effect to occur
Anisomycin (Sigma) or emetine (Sigma) was dissolved in DMSO andduring the reactivation of one pathway. We hypothesize
diluted down to achieve a final concentration of 25 M and 50that competition for plasticity factors could provide a
M, respectively (in 0.01% DMSO). Anisomycin and emetine at this
means for the selective memory storage of events, even concentration reliably block protein synthesis (Frey et al., 1988;
if they have occurred at different times, provided they Stanton andSarvey, 1984). D-AP-5wasdissolved inACSF to achieve
a final concentration of 50 M. All drugs were bath applied for 40have taken place within a finite time window. As such
min or 2 hr before and washed out 1 hr after the second tetanus.circumstances may be common in remembering the
For the control experiments, only DMSO (0.01%) was added toevents of daily life, one might speculate whether our
the ACSF.findings may provide a physiological counterpart of the
interference theory of forgetting (Baddeley, 1990).
Data Analysis
The phenomenon of competitive maintenance offers Electrophysiological data were collected using an Axoclamp 2B
further support for the synaptic tagging hypothesis and amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA) and band-pass filtered
(low-pass filter, 1 kHz; high-pass filter, 1 Hz). Data were sampledextends it in an important way. Plasticity factors are
at 5 kHz using a Lab-PC-1200 data acquisition board (National In-shared according to needamong synapseswhose activ-
struments, Austin, TX) and stored on a PC. Offline data analysis wasity may have played no part in their provenance. How-
performed using a customized LabView-program (National Instru-ever, under circumstances of reduced availability, com-
ments). As a measure for synaptic strength, the initial slope of the
petition defines which synapses will win. Equitable evoked fEPSPs was calculated and expressed as percent changes
sharing and ruthless competition are two sides of the from the baseline mean. Error bars are always displayed as SEM.
To test for group differences between LTP values across conditions,tagging coin.
Neuron
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a two-tailed Student’s t test was used (green triangles indicate p Goelet, P., Castellucci, V.F., Schacher, S., and Kandel, E.R. (1986).
The long and the short of long-term memory—a molecular frame-values). To this end, LTP values were averaged over 20 min data
bins. work. Nature 322, 419–422.
Further statistical analysis was performed using a repeated-mea- Huang, Y.Y., Nguyen, P.V., Abel, T., and Kandel, E.R. (1996). Long-
sures analysis of variance (repeated measures ANOVA) (Statistica, lasting forms of synaptic potentiation in the mammalian hippocam-
StatSoft, Inc., Tulsa, OK). LTP values from the onset of the second pus. Learn. Mem. 3, 74–85.
potentiation (reactivation) were considered for this analysis. F and Katz, L.C. (1987). Local circuitry of identified projection neurons in
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